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alright sucka, you are at your parents house in johnson county

sittirV back on that nice leather couch watching the season

premier of melrose place or some other wacked out shit like that

when all of a sudden your mother sneaks up behind you and
proceeds to BASH YOUR HEAD IN WITH A BASE BALL
BAT, then she throws your bloody corpse out on the oX grill for a

nice bar-b-q! and maybe if there's leftovers shell sell a nice big

thick juicy slab ofYOUR PANSY ASS to that fat guy next door.

heres the point, if some dumb flick raised a kid and killed it they

would be locked up for being the SICK FILTHY MURDERER
that they are. everyday innocent cows, pigs, and chickens are

being raised only to be brutally slaughter & end up on YOUR
dinner plate were talking about living, breathing, thinking

creatures.
. just like you bubba!

ANIMALS ARE NOT BIOLOGICAL MACHINES HERE
FOR YOUR EXPLOITATION

people often use the excuse that its OK to eat dead cows in your

big macs because the animals were raised to be killed, and they

wouldn't^ive if it weren't for the meat industry... if this is what
you think you are smoking to much crack, you are wacked, and

you should be hit over the head with a baseball bat by the people

who raised you!

at this very moment cows and pigs are being slaughtered, their

throats cut following stunning using a captive bolt pistol, this is

held to the animals cute little head & penetrates the brain when
fired, however, due to inadequate voltage and/or improper use of

equipment the animal is often not successfully stunned, resulting

in considerable distress & means the animal will still be
conscious during throat cutting.

* 15 million pigs are slaughtered each year

!

what did the animals do to deserve this... thefts rape9 murder9

NO! YOU ARE THE ONE GUILTY OF MURDER

our inhumane treatment of animals is horrible, but even worse is

our justification for it. people seem to think that the whole world

& all of its animals belong to the human race, and are at our

disposal

to do any vile & evil thing that crosses our greedy minds, its true

that the early human jaw bone structure was that of a herbivore,

since then through de-evolution we have become carnivorous

meat eating bastards.

in past man may have been forced to adapt to a meat based diet

out of necessity, today as an intelligent species we must stop the

insanity! this is not not only a health issue, but one of social

justice & morality filthy meat eating diets should not be tolerated

going vegan/vegetarian is easy...

STOP THE CONSUMPTION OF ANIMAL PRODUCTS!

write us for vegan/vegetarian literature & recipes:

ecoli, motherfucka...

po box 45411 kc, mo 64171

or visit our web site...

www.rudenet.com/ecoli
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